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Volume 3                                 The Prophetic Books                                           Haggai 2:7 

 

 

“And I will shake all nations, and the Desire of all nations shall come; and I will fill this 

house with glory”, says the LORD of Hosts.” Haggai 2:7 

 

In these last of the Ending Days, the LORD is beginning to shake the nations!  “…yet 

once more I will shake not only the earth, but also the heaven.” This shaking is designed 

to “remove those things that can be shaken” to the end that those things “which cannot be 

shaken may remain.” (Hebrews 12:21 – 28). This shaking must occur so that the temporal 

may be separated from the eternal.  Not only it is this shaking happening among the 

nations but it will happen in every individual’s life as well.  It is imperative then that we 

make sure our lives are firmly established and rooted in Jesus Christ.  

 

Have you ever been so tired that someone had to shake you awake?  Sleep is a good thing 

but when it becomes a stupor that holds us back from the things of God we must shake 

ourselves from this slumber of complacency. (Isaiah 52:2). Jesus, the “Desire of all 

nations” is scheduled to make His appearance – it could happen at any moment now – if 

we will not shake ourselves out of this slumber and make ourselves ready (Revelation 

19:7), we risk the possibility that the LORD Himself will do the shaking!   

 

“It’s time to wake up!”  “Awake, O sleeper, and arise from the dead and Christ will give 

you light.” (Ephesians 5:14).  

 

“In Jesus’ name, I shake my self from the spiritual slumber, complacency, and lethargy 

that hold this current generation and culture!  In His name I will be alert and active, sober 

and vigilant as I live in the here and now, and as I look for His soon return!  Maranatha, 

Lord Jesus!” 


